
Perry Group Consulting and WG Advisory Services Partnership Announcement 
 

WG Advisory Services Expands Delivery of encasedIT - Industry's First Cloud-based IT 

Management Portal 

 

"A dynamic platform built on modern-cloud architecture" 

 

10th January 2023 – Perry Group Consulting “Perry Group” are pleased to announce the 

expansion of their partnership with WG Advisory Services “WG” of Toronto, Canada. 

 

Perry Group, based in Mississauga ON, are an industry leader in the delivery of 

technology and digital management consulting services to Canadian municipalities.  

 

Commenting on this partnership, Ben Perry, President of Perry Group said “We are really 

excited to continue working with WG Advisory Services. The encasedIT solution enables 

Perry Group to complete comprehensive assessments of client technology environments, 

build IT strategies, and now gives clients the ability to manage and monitor progress 

against their IT strategic objectives year over year.”  

 

WG has a unique offering, delivered within a single pane of glass dashboard, that helps 

organizations with various disparate disciplines, including IT strategic planning, 

business continuity and disaster recovery planning, cybersecurity programs, IT skills 

assessments, and data management maturity. 

 

The integration provides organizations of all sizes unprecedented visibility and 

control of their IT environment. 

 

Dynamic graphs illustrate trends and baselines, allowing senior management to access 

high-level scorecards by simply selecting the desired data point. IT management can dig 

deeper by accessing detailed reports outlining the results of technology assessments 

and recommendations and can demonstrate their progress against strategic goals and 

initiatives. Accessing the desired information has never been easier. 

 

"We’re excited to expand the delivery of the encasedIT portal to Perry Group as a 

continuation of our strong partnership. Ben and team have an impressive track record in 

the municipal space, and their focus on customer service aligns perfectly with our 

corporate philosophy" stated Gary J. Walker, Partner at WG.  

 

WG Advisory Services continues to revolutionize the IT consulting industry with a 

dynamic platform built on modern-cloud architecture and flexible infrastructure. 

encasedIT integrates and displays assessment data to strengthen IT operations while 

providing a seamless user experience.  

 

About WG Advisory Services - www.wgadvisory.ca  

 

Located in Toronto ON, WG Advisory Services enables corporations to ensure IT 

technology and processes are delivering value to the business. Our expertise in the 

many layers of information technology, coupled with a strict focus on our customer’s 

business requirements, has made us unique in the industry. Our team works with the 

latest technology and closely monitor strategic trends and their potential for 

significant impact on the enterprise in the next 1 to 3 years.  

 

About Perry Group Consulting - http://www.perrygroupconsulting.ca  

 

Perry Group is a technology and digital management consulting firm built to help 

Canadian municipalities recognize and seize the opportunities that technology brings. 

Our mission is to build better municipalities.  

We help organizations make customer experiences better, staff more productive, and 

equip leadership to make better, data driven decisions. We do that by helping them 

become more tech savvy and tech capable and accelerating their implementation of modern 

approaches and technologies. 
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